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Goals for the session
• To “unpack” Scholarship is a Conversation so 
that we can lead students across the threshold of 
understanding how to read, research, and write 
in different disciplines 
• To rethink how we teach the info lit skills by: 
– Contextualizing skill-based lessons in a conceptual 
approach so that
– Students see themselves as participants in a 
disciplinary conversation and can
– Understand how new knowledge is created in their 
field.
Sample threshold concepts 
ACRL Framework, Feb 2015
• Scholarship is a 
Conversation
• Research as Inquiry
• Authority is Contextual and 
Constructed
• Format as a Process
• Searching as Exploration
• Information has Value
TCs to Conceptual Teaching
• Threshold Concepts and 
Conceptual Teaching
• Understanding by Design
– Core Concepts (in Info Lit)
– What do you want your 
students to know and 
understand?
Light bulb. Photography. Encyclopædia 




Tension between Skills and Concepts
• Skills
– How to [search a database, find a peer-reviewed 
article
• Conceptual teaching
– Context for skill-based lessons
– Results in transference
Breaking Rope. Photography. Encyclopædia Britannica ImageQuest. Web. 17 Sep 2015. 
http://quest.eb.com/search/139_1917399/1/139_1917399/cite
Do Skills (examples)                   Why? Concepts 
• Citation format/Style 
sheets
• Components of citation
• Product: Use the 
language, evidence and 
genres of the discipline
Style of the discipline
What matters (chronology, 
authority, etc.) to your 
audience
So they can re-find, verify
Enter the dialogue 
appropriately 
Gain credibility with this 
community of discourse
Transforming a Lesson 
© Debbie Abilock
Modern International Affairs (MIA)
Senior Elective
• Semester long project -> 15 page policy paper
• Propose a solution to a complex emergency
Etched glass globe. Photography. Encyclopædia Britannica ImageQuest. Web. 23 Sep 
2015. http://quest.eb.com/search/300_3425276/1/300_3425276/cite
Define the Conversation
• Geo-political* POV 
Publishing format; editorial process
• Disciplinary lens; language; audience
Ex: Same author, different audience
http://noodle.to/dreamlanguage
* to define for students
What do we mean by conversation?
Kenneth Burke writes: 
“Imagine that you enter a parlor. You come late. When you arrive, 
others have long preceded you, and they are engaged in a heated 
discussion, a discussion too heated for them to pause and tell you 
exactly what it is about. In fact, the discussion had already begun 
long before any of them got there, so that no one present is 
qualified to retrace for you all the steps that had gone before. You 
listen for a while, until you decide that you have caught the tenor 
of the argument; then you put in your oar. Someone answers; you 
answer him; another comes to your defense; another aligns 
himself against you, to either the embarrassment or gratification of 
your opponent, depending upon the quality of your ally's 
assistance. However, the discussion is interminable. The hour 
grows late, you must depart. And you do depart, with the 
discussion still vigorously in progress (110-111).” 
Burke, Kenneth. The Philosophy of Literary Form: Studies in Symbolic Action. 3rd ed. 
Berkeley: U of California P, 1974. Print.
Conversation is “expert” behavior
• Stage 3: Knowledge is reasoned
There are multiple perspectives.  I can learn to weigh 
competing claims, draw reasonable conclusions and 
open-mindedly consider new arguments. 
• Stage 2: Knowledge is opinion
There are multiple answers, and everyone's ideas are 
equally valid.  It’s difficult to draw my own conclusions.
• Stage 1: Knowledge is concrete truth
I can find “the” answer often from an authority. I’ll 
know more of the answers eventually. 
King, P.M. & Kitchener, K.S. (1994). Developing Reflective Judgment. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, pp. 14-16.
Novice (in a subject / topic)
Expert (in a subject/topic)
Learning Objectives
1. Seek multiple perspectives, e.g. military 
vs. diplomatic solutions; East vs. West
2. Understand “who is talking” as they 
research
3. Seek out opposing viewpoints, e.g. 
conservative/liberal
Donald Sadoway, Patty Barbera, and Angie Locknar. 3.093 Information Exploration: Becoming a Savvy Scholar: 
Publication cycle, Fall 2006. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology: 
MIT OpenCourseWare),http://ocw.mit.edu (Accessed 9 Mar, 2015).




















Adapted from http://k12onlineconference.org/?p=149 *Casper Grathwohl as qtd in 






Not this. . . 
. . . THIS!
Student Question
“What should China do to decrease the political 
violence and attacks in the Xinjiang Province 
between the Uyghur minority ethnic group and 
the Han majority group?”
Astana, Xinjiang Autonomous Region, People's Republic of China.. Photography. Encyclopædia Britannica 
ImageQuest. Web. 17 Sep 2015. http://quest.eb.com/search/137_3159479/1/137_3159479/cite
Modeling the Activity
• Al Jazeera. “The Harsh reality of China’s Muslim divide.” Al 




The article gives a recent update on the difference of policies 
between the Hui ethnic group and the Uighur ethnic group, 
where both groups are Muslim. Specifically, the differences 
are disparate as the Chinese government had initiated two 
different initiatives when handling the assimilation of both of 
these groups. This source will be used to demonstrate how to 
effectively integrate a Muslim group as the Hui population has 
peacefully lived with the Han.
Learning Objectives
1. Seek multiple perspectives, e.g. military 
vs. diplomatic solutions; East vs. West
2. Understand “who is talking” as they 
research




How did the 




Figure-and-ground illusion. Photograph. Encyclopædia Britannica 
ImageQuest. Web. 29 Sep 2015. 
http://quest.eb.com/search/309_1155995/1/309_1155995/cite
Figure-and-ground illusion. Photograph. Encyclopædia Britannica 





One Course; Subtle Change
“Old Lesson”
–How to find and read journal articles
“New Lesson”
–Why we search and read to find  “the 
conversation” through journal articles, 
news, reference, blogs, and opinion.
Moving toward critical annotations…
Bibliographic Results
• Searching Silos of Info • Authentic Inquiry
Also reflected in annotations and writing
A field of bloom stage canola with new grain bins(silos) in the background. Photo. 
Encyclopædia Britannica ImageQuest. Web. 17 Sep 2015. 
http://quest.eb.com/search/167_4037318/1/167_4037318/cite





























































“. . . disciplinary literacy is defined as 
the confluence of content knowledge, 
experiences, and skills merged with 
the ability to read, write, listen, speak, 
think critically and perform in a way 
that is meaningful within the context 
of a given field.” 
"Wisconsin's Approach to Disciplinary Literacy." Literacy in all Subjects. Wisconsin Dept. of Public Instruction, 
n.d. Web. 30 Sept. 2015. <http://standards.dpi.wi.gov/sites/default/files/imce/cal/pdf/section2.pdf>. 
A literary “conversation”
Quotation from the 
literary work
Quotation attributed to 
the author (from 
someone else’s criticism)




A pen “quill” 
to John 
Royce
… or a scientific report
Paraphrase only
A pen “quill” 
to John 
Royce
…looks different than historical analysis
Quotation from historical analysis
Paraphrase of historical analysis




How do you know what they know? 
© Debbie Abilock
How does the “conversation”
look and sound?
• Specialized vocabulary
• Nuances in syntax specific to the subject
• Disciplinary styles of reasoning 
• Subject-appropriate evidence
• Disciplinary criteria for evaluating evidence 
(credibility!)
• Disciplinary genres, products
• Expert audiences, subject-specific purposes… 
Single source 
assignment
› Discussion of chemical make-up – description
› Effects on human body - enumeration
› Historical events – narrative
› Gettler’s reasoning – cause / effect
› History of the chemical’s discovery - sequence
› Norris’ political strategies – problem / 
solution
Each chapter is organized…
(text structures)
“The Blues songs telling of poison started in 1930.  From 
Tennessee came a mournful plaint of paralysis, a man who 
couldn’t walk or talk after drinking with friends.  From 
Wisconsin sounded a bitter ode to the drink Ginger Jake.  The 
writer worried that everyone he knew was now messed up by 
the cocktail.
The same year, from Mississippi, singer Willie ‘Poor Man’ Loftus 
wailed, ‘Mama cried out and said, Oh Lord, there’s nothin’ in the 
world poor daddy can do, ‘cause he done drank so much jake, 
he done got the limber leg, too.” 
From Brooklyn arose another kind of sound – the angry crash of 
a raid, that May of 1930, when enraged Prohibition agents 
arrested a local operator who’d concocted a uniquely poisonous 
alcoholic drink in his small factory – barrels and barrels of 
Ginger Jake, shipped to southern states, the very drink that had 
inspired all those mournful songs.”(Blum 203)
Historical writing is a narrative 
sequence…
“The primary alcohols, including methyl and 
ethyl, are straightforward arrangements of 
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.  In the curious 
way of chemistry, the deadlier of the two 
compounds is more simply constructed.  
Methyl alcohol is CH₃OH.  It begins with a 
cluster of three hydrogen atoms encircling one 
of carbon.  That cluster is firmly linked to an 
oxygen-hydrogen pair called a hydroxyl radical.  
Ethyl is a slightly bulkier compound: C2H5OH.  
Two carbons and five hydrogens form a chunky 
arrangement, once again attached to that 
highly reactive hydroxyl radical.” (Blum 199)
Science writing uses present tense…
“The cadavers tended, for reasons not quite 
clear to the pathologists, to stiffen in death, 
sometimes remaining rigid for days, while the 
other bodies in the morgue softened like wax 
on a summer day.  
Perhaps, the medical examiners speculated, 
that was because the high alcohol content 
suffusing the bodies preserved them, even 
pickled them.”  (Blum 200-201)




“The primary alcohols, including methyl and 
ethyl, are straightforward arrangements of 
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.  In the curious 
way of chemistry, the deadlier of the two 
compounds is more simply constructed.  
Methyl alcohol is CH₃OH.  It begins with a 
cluster of three hydrogen atoms encircling one 
of carbon.  That cluster is firmly linked to an 
oxygen-hydrogen pair called a hydroxyl radical.  
Ethyl is a slightly bulkier compound: C2H5OH.  
Two carbons and five hydrogens form a chunky
arrangement, once again attached to that 
highly reactive hydroxyl radical.” (Blum 199)
Academic words that cross 




What “counts” as strong evidence, how is evidence 
used, rhetorical moves…











Anderson, Mary C.M., and Keith W. Thiede. "Why Do Delayed Summaries Improve Metacomprehension 
Accuracy?" Acta Psychologica 128.1 (2008): 110-18. ScienceDirect. Web. 4 Apr. 2013.
Attribution (history) Why Chicago?
“The rumors began in the summer of 1926…”
What is common knowledge?
Ask them identify (and justify) an example 
of when documentation is not needed
“…consider the status of the 
information and ideas you glean from 
sources in relation to your audience
and to the scholarly consensus on 
your topic..”(59).
Modern Language Association. MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers. 7th ed. New 
York: MLA, 2009. Print.
In their own writing…?






• EX: we can teach how to search JSTOR as a 
repository of peer-reviewed articles – but it 
includes books reviews. Why would I omit or 
include them?
• We identify the components of citation, but why
does it matter if an article on nutrition is published 
in an environmental science journal, a pediatric 
journal, or a parenting website?
How are these annotations different? 
Primary Secondary
Short, Targeted “Public Projects”
Same topic and author – different genres
http://noodle.to/votingrightsact
1. Ask students to use this bibliography
2. Have them create a purpose and audience
3. Select the sources that fit (purpose, 
audience, etc.)
4. Delete the rest
5. Justify their decisions in the annotation fields
6. Add a new source
Other short formative assessments…
• Compose in one genre for an audience, 
revise in another genre for a different 
audience.
• Write a paragraph weighing the potential 
value of one format to a conversation 
/audience – or compare two formats and 
justify choice.
• Contribute a single source to a class 
bibliography – class rates sources based on 
value to the purpose
• "Have I gathered 
enough information and 
met the requirements?“
• "Is this the right 
balance of print and 
online sources for my 
research?“
• "Did I make full use of 
the resources available 
to me?“
• "Is currency important 
because I am reporting 
on a time-sensitive
issue or evolving topic?"
http://noodle.to/americandream
Your feedback is differentiated (and conceptual)
• Stage 3: Meta feedback
Explain how to self-assess and why
• Stage 2: Process feedback
Describe a type of reasoning and why to use it
• Stage 1: Task feedback
Describe how to do a task (e.g., identify a 
source type) and explain why it matters.
King, P.M. & Kitchener, K.S. (1994). Developing Reflective Judgment. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, pp. 14-16.
Novice (in doing academic research)
Expert (in doing academic research)
NoodleTools Dashboard
A systematic way for teachers to interact around instruction
Student as “apprentice”
• Make connections to real life so that students:
– Apply what they are learning
– In increasingly complex situations
– Where they think and act flexibly
• Over time, they incrementally revise their 
understanding of a concept
• Documentation is the evidence of learning 
Our journey with you…
Threshold / Enduring 
Understanding
• Concepts within a discipline 
(“bounded”)
• Subject expert
• Learning as constructing
• Back and forth (“liminal”)
• Rhetorical shifts in reading 
and writing
• Assignment originates with 
instructor
Library




• Step-wise (vs. “recursive”)
• Not a reading or writing 
instructor
• Co-teaching, for-credit, 
partnership with learning 
center or other campus 
partner
• “Selecting and consistently applying an 
appropriate disciplinary or interdisciplinary 
approach to form a scholarly argument or 
aesthetic rationale”
• “Provide a complete list of sources cited and 
consulted in appropriate disciplinary style”
From the 
No More Generic Lessons!
• Research models to fit the task and 
subject
• Lessons embedded in disciplinary 
language and ways of knowing
• More respect from colleagues
Questions?
Sue Smith
Susan.Smith@harker.org
Debbie Abilock 
debbie@noodletools.com
